
CHOOSING A

VEHICLE

This is the moment you have to make an important choice. What vehicle will you choose to

help you make a life, not just a living? What do we mean by vehicle? Looking back at our

thriving matrix, we want to remind you of the goal.

The Act of Making a Life Is Aligning Your Time and Income to Fuel Your Unique

Purpose and Passion 

A vehicle can easily become the barrier preventing someone from living in the thriving

quadrant. Their job could be a dream job, but it requires too much time, or maybe the effort

required doesn't yield a sufficient return on income. We have to determine the right vehicle

for pursuing your passion in order to maximize your time and income. Maybe you already

have that vehicle. Maybe you don't. Either way, we want to help you evaluate it. Start here

with this guide and reconnect with the person who sent you this course.

How Do You Choose a Vehicle for Making a Life?



Vehicle Name

VEHICLE

EVALUATION

Margin

What is the minimum income to reach before

jumping all in with this vehicle?

How much time will you need to trade in

order to get there?

How much financial margin will it create

when you go all in with this vehicle?

What kind of time margin might this vehicle

give you when you are all in?

Business Profile

Why Do You Think This Is the Right Vehicle? What Make It So Compelling?

Describe the Product or Service. What Need Does It Meet With People?



Your Reward

What Signals and Trends in the World Make You Think This Business Is Uniquely

Positioned to Be a Timely Vehicle for Customers Right Now?

What capital will you need to launch this

business right away?

What kind of monthly profit will it take for

you to consider this a side business?

What monthly return will it take for you to

decide that investing in this is worthwhile?

How Does This Vehicle Support You With Resources and Community to Be Successful?


